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1  C O M M E N T A R Y  

1.1 Welcome to the latest edition of ARK’s Market Synopsis report covering 
market outcomes to the end of May and with Rightmove picking up reporting 
for June. 

1.2 On 13th May the English housing market re-opened meaning that people were 
able to move homes and rent a property for the first time since mid-March.  

1.3 This month’s reporting makes it evident that with much time spent indoors 
people are reassessing their existing homes. This has created a shift in housing 
preferences and people wanting more living space. COVID-19 will most likely 
create a ‘new normal’ in the way we live and work. This in effect poses the 
question whether there is a long-term demand for bigger homes? In our blog 
‘Housing equality and race for space’ we discuss the need for bigger homes in 
the UK. 

1.4 Moving on to house prices we see the full effects of the lockdown in this 
month. Halifax reported that “average house price fell by 0.2% to £237,808”. 
Nationwide also paints a similar picture saying, “UK house prices fell by 1.7% 
over the month in May, after taking account of seasonal effects – this is the 
largest monthly fall since February 2009.” 

1.5 Hometrack shows a +2.4% rise (YOY and reflecting pre pandemic inputs) in UK 
house price inflation and expect house price growth to remain in the 2-3% 
range over the next quarter. In addition they say, “Sales agreed have now 
rebounded to pre COVID levels as have the number of new homes being listed 
for sale…the rebound in sales has been led by cities in northern England.”  

1.6 But the Hometrack report is not all rosy and says, “we expect housing demand 
to weaken over the course of the summer as the economic impact of COVID 
starts to materialise, with widespread projections for increased levels of 
unemployment.” 

1.7 Rightmove records over 175,000 missing sellers that could not come to the 
market from 24th March – 12th May. With that said “Rightmove’s statistics 
covering 95% of the market indicate far more resilience than had been 
expected, with a strong initial bounce-back in all metrics.” Rightmove report 
40,000 new sales agreed since the reopening of the marketing, along with the 
release of pent-up spring demand.  

1.8 Looking at the RICS reporting, agreed sales remain in negative territory (-35%), 
nevertheless, less pessimistic than in April (-93%). New buyer enquiries 
stabilised, moving from a record low reading of -94% in April to -5% in May. 
Furthermore, RICS mentions “near term price expectations remain downbeat, 
albeit to slightly lesser degree than beforehand, with the net balance standing 
at -43%.” 

1.9 Finally, this report covers the Quarterly survey for Q4 which is published by 
the Regulator of Social Housing. The survey highlights the number of 
affordable and market sale homes PRPs have built and sold.  

https://www.arkconsultancy.co.uk/housing-equality-and-race-for-space/
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1.10 The Regulator reports “AHO sales were 3,959 units (December: 3,826) 
compared to the 4,870 completions reported in the quarter (December: 
4,150).”  

1.11 Demonstrating that AHO was on an upward trajectory the Regulator said “The 
3,959 sales achieved in the quarter to March 2020 was the highest number 
reported since the data was first collected in 2011, and the sales figures have 
been on the increase since June 2019.” 

1.12 Reporting Market Sales Homes the Regulator reported “There were 1,363 sales 
in the quarter (December: 1,213) compared to the 1,944 units developed for 
market sale (December: 1,554). The total number of unsold market sale units 
increased by 21% to reach 3,073 at the end of March (December: 2,537).”  

1.13 Bearing in mind that the shutdown did not impact 2/3 of Q4, we recommend 
PRP boards and committees should be keeping an ever-closer eye on their 
unsold stock. 
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2  H A L I F A X  ( M A Y )  

2.1 In the latest quarter (March to May) house prices were 0.5% lower than in the 
preceding three months (December to February). House prices in May were 
2.6% higher than in the same month a year earlier. 

2.2 Russell Galley, Managing Director, Halifax, said: “With the full impact of 
lockdown measures taking a firm grip on the UK property market by May, the 
average house price fell by 0.2% to £237,808. This is the third successive 
monthly fall, though more modest than in April, and reflects a continued loss of 
momentum following what was a strong start to the year.  

2.3 “Looking ahead, we expect market activity to increase progressively as 
restrictions are eased further across the whole of the UK and we continue to 
have confidence in the underlying health of the housing market over the long-
term. However, the extent of downward pressure on market confidence and 
prices over the coming months will depend on how quickly the economy is able 
to recover from the effects of the pandemic and the available government 
policy support for jobs and households.” 

 

Source: Halifax, IHS Markit 

2.4 Click here to view full report. 
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3  N A T I O N W I D E  ( M A Y )  

3.1 Commenting on the figures, Robert Gardner, Nationwide's Chief Economist, 
said: “UK house prices fell by 1.7% over the month in May, after taking account 
of seasonal effects – this is the largest monthly fall since February 2009. As a 
result, the annual rate of house price growth slowed to 1.8%, from 3.7% in 
April.  

3.2 “Low transaction levels may still make gauging price trends difficult in the 
coming months – especially for regional indices, which by their nature have 
lower sample sizes. 

3.3 “Behavioural changes and social distancing are likely to impact the flow of 
housing transactions for some time. Our recent market research survey 
suggested that c12% of the population had put off moving as a result of the 
lockdown. Most viewed the current situation as a temporary pause in the 
market, with would-be buyers now planning to wait six months on average 
before looking to enter the market.  

 

Source: Nationwide  

3.4 “Peoples’ housing preferences may also be impacted. Indeed, c15% of people 
surveyed said they were considering moving as a result of life in lockdown, 
with a third (34%) stating they think differently about their home as result of 
the Covid-19 outbreak, especially the importance of a garden and the need for 
more indoor space (see chart above).  

3.5 “Moreover, 22% of people said they had changed their mind as to what 
constituted the most important aspects of a home and are considering 
improving their home as a result of Covid-19 (see chart below). 
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Source: Nationwide  

3.6 “The medium-term outlook for the housing market remains highly uncertain, 
where much will depend on the performance of the wider economy.  

3.7 “We have already seen a sharp economic contraction as a result of the 
necessary measures adopted to suppress the spread of the virus. Indeed, the 
5.9% decline in UK economic activity recorded in March was only a little less 
than the decline recorded over the entire financial crisis.” 

3.8 Click here to view full report.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.nationwide.co.uk/-/media/MainSite/documents/about/house-price-index/2020/May_2020.pdf
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4  R I C S  –  U K  R E S I D E N T I A L  M A R K E T  S U R V E Y  ( M A Y )  

4.1 In terms of new buyer enquiries, the headline net balance moved from a record 
low of -94% in April, to post a reading of -5% in May. This indicator is 
consistent with a much more stable demand picture over the month.  

4.2 Newly agreed sales indicator remained in negative territory (net balance -35%), 
the latest reading was significantly less downbeat than that returned last 
month (net balance -93%).  

 
Source: RICS – Residential Market Survey May 2020 

 

4.3 Similarly, despite a net balance of -20% of contributors reporting that new 
instructions coming onto the market continued to fall in May, this is noticeably 
less negative compared to the reading of -97% last time out. It is important to 
highlight that current activity metrics did not see any meaningful changes in 
Scotland, Northern Ireland and Wales, where restrictions on estate agents 
were not removed in May.  

4.4 Looking ahead, near term sales expectations turned broadly neutral in May, 
with the net balance coming in at -4% (up from -58% previously). Further out, 
twelve-month sales expectations are now slightly positive, as a net balance of 
+10% of contributors now envisage sales picking up (-6% in the April results).  

4.5 With regards to house prices, the survey’s headline price indicator (capturing 
changes over the past three months) moved deeper into negative territory. The 
national net balance slipped to -32% compared to a reading of -22% in April, 
representing the weakest monthly figure going back to 2010.  
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4.6 Going forward, near term price expectations remain downbeat, albeit to slightly 
lesser degree than beforehand, with the net balance standing at -43%. 
Furthermore, twelve-month price expectations also remain negative, evidenced 
by a net balance of -16% of survey participants anticipating prices will fall over 
the year ahead. 

4.7 In the lettings market, tenant demand was down over the month according to a 
net balance of -12% of respondents (non-seasonally adjusted monthly series). 
Even so, the latest reading is up from -48% in April. 

4.8 Meanwhile, landlord instructions continued to fall sharply, extending a trend 
that long predates the impact of the Covid-19 outbreak. Near term 
expectations continue to point to rents falling over the coming three months, 
albeit negativity has diminished somewhat, with the net balance moving to -
11% from -39% previously.  

4.9 In the May survey, contributors were asked for their views on potential shifts 
in the desirability of certain features of properties over the next two years 
(owing to recent events). As shown in the chart below, 81% of respondents 
feel there will be an increase in desire for properties with gardens or balconies. 
At the same time, 74% feel there will be a shift in demand towards homes 
located near green spaces and 68% are of the opinion that properties with 
greater private and less communal space will become more desirable. At the 
other end of the scale, 78% of respondents sense there will be a fall in the 
appeal of tower blocks and 58% feel properties located in highly urban areas 
will be less enticing in the future.  

 
Source: RICS – Residential Market Survey May 2020 

 

4.10 Click here to view full report.  

https://www.rics.org/globalassets/rics-website/media/knowledge/research/market-surveys/uk-residential-market-survey-may-2020.pdf
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5  H O M E T R A C K  ( M A Y )  

5.1 UK house price growth is 2.4% on the year, up from 1.4% at the start of 2020 
as the post-election rebound in market activity pushed house price inflation 
higher. House price growth over the last 12 months has been strongest in 
Nottingham (4.3%), followed by Manchester (3.9%). Prices are falling in Oxford 
(-0.6%) and Aberdeen (-2%). 

5.2 Data on pricing for new sales agreed in the last 4 weeks is starting to feed 
through and points to a resumption in the upward pressure in house prices 
seen at the start of the year. We expect the headline rate of house price 
growth to remain in the 2-3% range over the next quarter. We do not see any 
downward pressure on prices materialising until much later in 2020. 

5.3 One indicator is the average asking price for homes marked as sold on Zoopla 
in the first 2 weeks of June which are 7% higher than a year ago (on a non 
mixadjusted basis) - see Figure 2. This is a return to levels seen over the first 
quarter of 2020. We are not saying the growth rate in our UK house price 
growth is going to rise over 5% in the near term, but the general direction of 
the two series track each other over time supporting our view that house price 
growth will hold up in the near term. 

 

5.4 Sales agreed have now rebounded to pre COVID levels as have the number of 
new homes being listed for sale. Demand for housing remains 46% above the 
levels of early March but it has started to weaken over the last 2 weeks - falling 
8% since the 11 June. This is not surprising given the strength of the boost in 
demand.  
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5.5 New sales agreed, compared to February this year, have recovered strongly in 
English cities - Figure 4. The rebound in sales has been led by cities in northern 
England - Leeds, Sheffield and Manchester. In English cities where the recovery 
in sales has been weaker, including Bristol, Newcastle and Cambridge, this may 
not be solely due to demand-side factors, but the available supply of homes for 
sale.  

 

5.6 Figure 5 shows the level of available supply in these cities is significantly lower 
than it was a year ago. In fact, the average number of homes for sale across the 
20 key cities is down 15% year on year. 
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5.7 While the flow of new supply has returned to pre COVID levels, overall stock 
levels per agent are lower because of no new supply coming to the market 
over the lockdown period. Constrained supply is another reason why we 
believe house prices will rise in the short-term but it will be a concern for 
agents looking to rebuild sales pipelines. The message for would-be sellers is 
do not delay and list now while market conditions are stronger. 

5.8 While the near-term outlook is positive, we expect housing demand to weaken 
over the course of the summer as the economic impact of COVID starts to 
materialise, with widespread projections for increased levels of unemployment. 
Weaker demand will be compounded by lower availability of higher loan to 
value (LTV) mortgages (90% and above) which will impact first-time buyers. In 
2019, a fifth of all homebuyers purchased a home with a deposit of 10% or 
less, so a decrease in the availability of 90%+ LTV mortgages means this cohort 
of would-be buyers may not be able to enter the market, effectively reducing 
demand. 

TABLE 2: CITY LEVEL SUMMARY, MAY 2020 

City Current price %yoy May-20 % yoy May-19 
Nottingham £158,400 4.3% 3.6% 
Manchester £173,700 3.9% 3.6% 
Leicester £184,000 3.5% 4.9% 
Leeds £169,700 3.4% 2.7% 
Liverpool £122,300 2.8% 3.0% 
Bristol £281,400 2.7% 1.4% 
Birmingham £167,600 2.6% 3.6% 
Sheffield £138,900 2.5% 3.0% 
Edinburgh £232,800 2.5% 4.8% 
Cardiff £211,000 2.4% 2.7% 
Belfast £138,000 1.8% 4.1% 
London £478,100 1.7% -1.3% 
Glasgow £119,200 1.6% 3.0% 
Bournemouth £288,900 1.3% 0.6% 
Portsmouth £240,000 1.2% 0.4% 
Newcastle £127,400 1.0% 0.8% 
Cambridge £412,800 0.9% -0.7% 
Southampton £227,000 0.5% 0.5% 
Oxford £400,100 -0.6% -0.9% 
Aberdeen £143,000 -2.0% -4.2% 
20 city index £254,600 2.1% 1.0% 
UK £217,500 2.4% 0.9% 
Source: Zoopla House Price Index, powered by Hometrack 
 
All price changes are quoted in nominal terms. Zoopla’s House Price Indices are revisionary and not 
seasonally adjusted.  

 
5.9 Click here to view full report.  

 

https://www.hometrack.com/media/628965/zoopla-uk-house-price-index-may-2020-final.pdf
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6  R I G H T M O V E  ( J U N E )  

6.1 The price of property coming to market in England is up by an average of 1.9% 
(+£6,266) to £337,884 this month compared to March, before the housing 
market was put on hold. Now that the market has been open since 13th May 
there is sufficient new seller asking price data for England, though not yet for 
Scotland or Wales. 

6.2 The price of property coming to market is an accurate early indicator of pent-
up demand, and this is following through to a rebound in the number of sales 
agreed in England. New supply is also starting to recover, though there are 
over 175,000 missing sellers that would have come to market between 24th 
March and 12th May, when compared to the same period in 2019. Whilst it’s 
still early days, Rightmove’s statistics covering 95% of the market indicate far 
more resilience than had been expected, with a strong initial bounce-back in all 
metrics. 

6.3 The release of pent-up spring demand, fuelled by many people unhappy with 
their existing home and looking for more space and a bigger garden, has led to 
10 of the busiest traffic days on Rightmove being recorded in May and June.  

6.4 Browsing has turned into action with the number of home movers emailing and 
calling agents via Rightmove in England hitting a record on 8th June, up 40% 
on the level recorded in early March. This activity takes time to turn into actual 
sales being agreed, especially since the surprise reopening of the market with 
only a few hours notice meant many estate agents were not ready for the 
sudden rush of buyers.  

6.5 Estate agents have agreed 40,000 new sales since the market reopened in 
England, recovering from being 94% down when the market was closed, to 
being 36% down comparing 13th May - 4th June with the same period last 
year.  

 
Source: Rightmove 
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REGIONAL TREND – ENGLAND ONLY 
Region  Avg. price Jun 20 Change since 

March 
Annual Change 

North West £209,909 2.8% 3.1% 
North East £157,291 2.3% 2.3% 
Yorks. & Humber £202,502 3.3% 4.1% 
West Midlands £238,123 2.1% 3.0% 
East Midlands £236,110 2.3% 2.5% 
East of England £363,066 1.8% 2.6% 
London £628,284 -1.7% 1.5% 
South East £419,595 2.6% 2.3% 
South West £321,996 2.8% 3.4% 

Source: Rightmove 

6.6 Click here to view full report. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.rightmove.co.uk/news/content/uploads/2020/06/Rightmove-House-Price-Index-15th-June-2020-FINAL.pdf
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7  R E G U L A T O R  O F  S O C I A L  H O U S I N G  Q U A R T E R L Y  S U R V E Y  

F O R  Q 4  

7.1 This quarterly survey report is based on regulatory returns from 215 private 
registered providers (PRPs) and PRP groups who own or manage more than 
1,000 homes. 

7.2 The lockdown period impacted on the last week of the reporting period for 
quarter four’s out-turn, hence having some, albeit limited, impact on the 
quarter’s out-turn figures. 

7.3 Total asset sales amounted to £1.8 billion in the quarter to March 2020, an 
increase of 21% on the corresponding quarter of 2018/19. 

 
Source: Regulator of Social Housing: Quarterly survey for Q4 2019-20 

 

7.4 AHO sales were 3,959 units (December: 3,826) compared to the 4,870 
completions reported in the quarter (December: 4,150). The total number of 
unsold AHO units increased by 12% to reach 7,808 at the end of March 
(December: 6,943). The number of units unsold for more than six months 
increased by 3% to 2,428 (December: 2,353). 

7.5 The 3,959 sales achieved in the quarter to March 2020 was the highest 
number reported since the data was first collected in 2011, and the sales 
figures have been on the increase since June 2019. 

7.6 Of the unsold AHO stock at the end of the quarter, 31% had been unsold for 
over six months (December: 34%), compared to an average of 27% over the 
last three years. 41% of the units unsold for over six months were held by 
providers operating mainly in London and the South East, where development 
is concentrated; 35% of the AHO units completed over the last 12 months 
were reported by providers operating mainly in these areas. 
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Source: Regulator of Social Housing: Quarterly survey for Q4 2019-20 

 

7.7 There were 1,363 sales in the quarter (December: 1,213) compared to the 
1,944 units developed for market sale (December: 1,554). The total number of 
unsold market sale units increased by 21% to reach 3,073 at the end of March 
(December: 2,537). The number of units unsold for over six months increased 
by 16% to 1,190 (December: 1,028). 

7.8 Of the unsold market sale stock at the end of the quarter, 39% (1,190 units) 
had been unsold for over six months (December: 41%), compared to an 
average of 37% over the last three years. Half of this stock was held by four 
providers. 53% of the units unsold for over six months were held by providers 
operating mainly in London and the South East, where development continues 
to be concentrated; 38% of the market sale units completed over the last 12 
months were reported by providers operating mainly in these areas. 

7.9 The pipeline of AHO completions expected in the next 18 months was 
reported to be 29,221 (December pipeline: 33,953) of which 24,506 units were 
contractually committed. This would be an increase of 18% compared to the 
actual performance in the 18 months to March 2020, when there were 24,764 
AHO completions.  

7.10 For market sale, completions expected over the next 18 months were reported 
to be 9,983 (December pipeline: 12,063), of which 9,293 were contractually 
committed. This would be 9% higher than the 9,119 market sale completions 
achieved in the 18 months to March 2020. In total, pipeline development 
estimates reduced by 15% from the previous quarter, although these figures 
may reduce further as providers continue to review and re-phase development 
plans. 

7.11 Click here to view full report.  

ARK Consultancy Limited 
June 2020 

 

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/886406/Quarterly_Survey_for_Q4_2019-20.pdf
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Chris Seeley – Director 
 
Email: cseeley@arkconsultancy.co.uk 
Telephone: 0121 515 3831 

 

If you need help or advice on any aspect 
of this proposal, please contact: 


